In this study, time dependent three-dimensional numerical simulations were carried out using the STHAMAS3D software in order to understand the effects of forced convection induced by mechanical stirring of the melt, on the crucible dissolution rate and on the impurities distribution in multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) melt for different values of the diffusion coefficient.
Introduction
One of the basic principles for maximizing the solar cell yield is to improve the collection of minority carriers, the probability for collecting them being higher if the minority carrier's lifetime is higher. The minority carrier lifetime can be affected by the impurities concentration in the wafers which can act as recombination sites.
Therefore, the multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) properties, like diffusion length or minority carriers lifetime (properties important also for the performance of a solar cell) are correlated with the appearance and content of impurities (mainly carbon, nitrogen and oxygen), but also with the presence of extended defects (dislocations, grain boundaries) in the crystal [1, 2, 3] . The presence of carbon and nitrogen in the silicon melt during the directional solidification process, can lead to the formation of SiC and Si 3 N 4 precipitates [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] which can determine the appearance of dislocations and cracks during the wafer sawing of the ingot.
In order to improve the impurity segregation and to obtain a uniform distribution of impurities in the melt, different techniques were proposed to control the melt flow in a directional solidification configuration: use of travelling magnetic fields [10, 11] , use of a combination of vertical magnetic field and electrical current [12] or a mechanical stirring [13] . Besides the beneficial influence on the impurity distribution, one should also take into account the influence of the forced convection on the solid-liquid interface and on the crucible dissolution. A previous study [6] showed that the natural convection increases the crucible dissolution rate and this effect is stronger for higher values of the diffusion coefficient. It is expected that the forced convection of mc-Si melt will lead to a stronger increase of the dissolution rate, and to a higher degree of impurification of the melt.
As it was shown previously [13] , mechanical stirring can be a good option for improving the melt flow in large crucibles even for smaller values of the stirring's rotation rate. The influences of the mechanical stirring were investigated on both melt convection and interface shape, but there is no analysis on impurities distribution and crucible dissolution rates. Because these influences are of crucial importance for the applications, it is the aim of this paper to continue the investigation on mechanical stirring from [13] with focus on impurities distribution and crucible dissolution rates.
Our research is focused on the numerical study of the way the mechanical stirring of mc-Si melt influences the crucible dissolution rate and impurities distribution using different rotation rates and several diffusion coefficients. Because these coefficients are very difficult to be measured at melting temperature the numerical simulations can be affected by the errors in diffusion constants. For this study the diffusion coefficients are chosen in a range characteristic for the most present impurities in the silicon crystal: C, N, O, which have the diffusion coefficients between 2 -5•10 -8 m 2 /s [5, 6, 14] .
Numerical model
A simplified local three-dimensional model has been developed for the directional solidification process of mc-Si. The numerical simulations have been made on a pilot scale furnace with dimensions of 38x38x40 cm 3 corresponding to the G2 (second generation) standard crucible. The computational domain consists of silicon melt and crystal, as shown in Figure 1 . The mechanical stirrer is immersed 15 cm in the melt, and is rotated at different frequencies. The melt flow is described by the three-dimensional equations for mass, momentum, heat transport and diffusion. The Boussinesq approximation for an incompressible Newtonian fluid is taken into consideration:
where  is the fluid density, 
where: 
is the Boussinesq approximation for an incompressible fluid and i rot f , corresponds to the forced convection produced by the mechanical stirrer.
A detailed description of the model was presented in [13] and it mainly consists of the following assumptions:
i) The mechanical stirrer is cylindrically shaped and is 8 cm in diameter (D). It is considered to be centered on the vertical symmetry axis and it can be rotated with different angular velocities during the solidification process.
ii) The stirring device is not considered as being physically present in the melt, but its effect was considered by imposing the presence of an azimuthally volumetric force   i rot f , in each point of the region where the stirrer is located. The force has been chosen as:
where ω is the stirrer's angular velocity and r i is the distance from the i-th point to the stirrer axis.
The melt velocity on the corresponding boundaries at the crucible and at the crystal are set to u i = 0. Along the surface of the melt a "no shear stresses" condition has been imposed. On the lateral walls and on the bottom the temperature has been fixed corresponding to a temperature gradient of 3 K/cm in the melt and 10 K/cm in the crystal, typical values used in a silicon directional solidification process. The growth rate is set to u g = 1 cm/h for all the computations. At the melt free surface a radiative heat exchange to the ambient temperature
where ε is the thermal emissivity of the silicon melt and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
At the solid-liquid interface the latent heat production is considered:
where k S and k L are the thermal conductivities of solid and liquid silicon, and ΔH is the latent heat.
In the crystal no concentration has been computed. On the lateral walls the concentration has been set to 9•10 24 atoms/m 3 which represents the solubility limit of carbon in silicon [6] . A no-flux condition has been imposed for the impurities at the melt surface and at the solid-liquid interface. The initial impurities concentration has been set to zero in the whole melt volume. This assumption is valid for a pure silicon melt. The impurities injected in the melt by the stirrer are neglected (the area of the stirrer is approx. 10% from the total area of the crucible walls). All the other material properties are given in Table 1 . [14] and directional solidification processes [15] .
The block-structured grid is subdivided into two blocks, one for the melt and one for the crystal, with a local grid refinement on the walls to solve the boundary layers. In order to get realistic solutions starting from an arbitrary solution, the simulation extended over 3600 s in real time with a time step of 0.2 s.
Results and Discussions
In order to understand the influence of forced convection generated by a mechanical stirrer on the crucible dissolution rate and on the transport of the impurities originating from the crucible, two stirrer's rotational velocity 5 rpm and 10 rpm and the following values for diffusion coefficient: {0. In a previous study [13] , the influence of the same type of stirrer on the solid-liquid interface and on the melt convection has been investigated for different values of the stirrer's rotation rate. It was found that, as the rotation frequency increases, the melt mixing is improved both horizontally and vertically. In the present study a careful analysis of the mixing process is carried out.
Convection in a squared crucible was careful investigated in [16] and it was clearly
shown that, in a vertical section, in the middle of the mould there are two main convection zones: one near the solid-liquid interface (generated by the interface bending) and one near the melt free surface (generated by the radiative heat transfer) with a more calm zone between them. Therefore it is expected the impurities distribution to be influenced by this convection patterns. Nevertheless it is expected that a higher mass of impurities will be incorporated in the crystal in the case with just buoyant convection (no rotation) because the impurities are not homogeneous distributed in the melt and are more concentrated near the solid-liquid interface (Figure 2(a) and 4(a) ). In order to see the influence of the convection (natural and forced) on the impurity mass, in Figure 6 was plotted also the pure diffusive case (black lines). It was supposed that initially the concentration of impurities in the melt was zero. It can be observed that the convection has a strong influence on the total impurity mass in the melt. The total mass increases with the increase of rotation rate and with the increase of the diffusion coefficient ( Figure 6 (a)-(d) ).
In a horizontal section it was shown in [16] The crucible dissolution rate (DR) has been estimated from the total mass of impurities that was found in the melt after a period of time: Figure 7 shows that the crucible dissolution rate increases with the increase of the diffusion coefficient values. As a reference the purely diffusive regime (black line) was considered. It can be clearly noted that for a fixed diffusion coefficient, the crucible dissolution rate strongly increases if the convection (natural or forced) is present in comparison with the pure diffusive regime. The DR in case of forced convection is higher in comparison with the case of pure natural convection. This latter behavior is all the more significant as the diffusion coefficient is higher. The increase of the rotational velocity from 5 to 10 rpm leads to a slightly increase of the dissolution rate, behavior which is more significant if the diffusion coefficient is higher.
Also, there is an increase in the dissolution rate with the increase of the diffusion coefficient, in the case of purely diffusive regime, but the increase is smaller than in the case where convection is present. 
Conclusions
The impurities distributions in a silicon melt and crucible dissolution rate were analyzed using numerical modeling in the case of forced convection generated by an idealized mechanical stirrer. The obtained results show that the mechanical stirring can lead to a significant homogenization of the impurities distribution in the melt. The crucible dissolution rate increases with the increase of the stirrer's rotation rate and is higher in the case of the forced convection than in the case of pure natural convection. Therefore also the total impurities mass in the melt is increasing. Nevertheless because the impurities are more uniform distributed in the melt, for this growth stage the impurities level at the solid liquid interface is significantly lower in the case of forced convection than in the case of natural convection.
The impurities transport is strongly dependent on the diffusion coefficient. The impurities with a higher diffusion coefficient will have a higher dissolution rate and the total homogenization is expected to take place at higher rotational rates.
In conclusion, the mechanical stirring has proved to be a good instrument for obtaining more uniformly distributed impurities in the silicon melt even for small values of the rotation rate (5 rpm and 10 rpm). Once the fundamental aspects of the mass transport under the influence of forced convection generated by a mechanical stirrer is understood, the feasibility of using mechanical stirring in the directional solidification process of silicon can be more easily analyzed. The results on the dissolution rates can be of interest for the crucible coating design which is one of the main sources of impurities in the directional solidification process of multicrystalline silicon.
